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The rituals of getting afloat involve lifting, turning and 
carrying boats, equipping them with oars and painters and 
bailers before getting them down the slip into the water.  
There can be, at least for a beginner, a lot of confusing 
waiting around before finally setting off into the stream 
and, with a final clatter of ill-timed strokes we get it 
together and glide past the power-station up-river towards 
the city.

Real knowledge doesn’t come from the learning of facts, 
we come to know something over time, an achievement 
of understanding which allows us to make sense of the 
facts in front of us and gradually to construct a rooted, 
connected picture of a reality we carry inside us.

I’m not from Cork.  When I first went into the South 
Docks I felt like an intruder passing through a space I 
didn’t belong in, cycling between the bumps and the 
potholes of Centre Park Road, past Gouldings, the old 
Dunlop and Ford factories and the power station before 
starting the rise up under the lime trees towards the 
riverbank.  Turning right, I entered a space where I felt 
more at home, the Marina, a place of leisure for city 
workers to enjoy the river.

Little by little I discovered the Atlantic Pond, Páirc Uí 
Chaoimh and behind them Barrington’s Avenue.  I came 
across the ruined Dundanion Castle as I followed the old 
Passage railway line passing under Sir Thomas Deane’s 
great stone bridge.  The realisation gradually dawned that 
there was an older shoreline here behind the factories 
and the parkland, the pond and the stadium.  I started 
to understand why there was such a rise on that last 
atmospheric stretch of Centre Park Road.  But it was only 
when I started turning left to Shandon Boat Club instead 
of right to the Marina that I found the understanding to 
begin to put together my sense of the place.

What is the South Docks?

It could be described in terms of its river frontage and 
the lengths of the quaysides, of the acreage of land, of the 
present and historic functions carried out there; of the 
stories of the dockworkers, ships’ crews, car assembly 
workers and the general public who’ve walked its long 
straight roads for pleasure or on the way to a match.

The South Docks is all of these things, but it is first and 
foremost an urban polder, it is land taken from the tidal 
river which was built up behind the new navigation wall 
extending out from the 18th century port city of Cork 
towards the little harbour at Blackrock.  A long stone-
faced tow-path set out in the middle of the river along the 
navigable channel.

The land behind this wall has served many purposes since, 
racecourse, playing fields, recreation grounds but nearer 
town, it still serves industry, intimately bound up with R 
& H Hall, Odlum’s, Goulding fertilisers, the Shell storage 
depot and especially with Ford’s and Dunlop’s

The felicitous L-shaped forms of the R & H Hall concrete 
silos have always seemed to me to catch the spirit of the 
city before it flowed away too swiftly downstream, by the 
great concrete heights, bookends that baffle and eddy the 
air with their high forms and the bridged slot between 
them, especially when seen from the city quays or Patrick’s 
Bridge.  These kind of unintended effects  - were they 
unintended?  Don’t engineers feel something of the spirit 
of their place? - might have something to teach us in 
how the new city to be created on the polder behind the 
navigation wall can relate to the very different place that 
is the historic city of islands and marshes linked by quay 
walls and bridges.

The other silos with access towers against the river and 
silo compartments arranged perpendicularly behind 
are centred around the contrasting low presence of the 
Odlum’s building, one of the oldest structures along the 
quays, though low is only relative here - the building is 
actually six storeys high.  It shows that presence does not 
depend on size alone.  Breadth and good proportion can 
count for much and when allied to good materials and 
detailing, the result can more than hold its own on the 
open quayside.

The city, rising to a height at the silos goes with the river 
downstream towards a different relationship with the 
natural world at the Marina, but first passes the elegant, 
strongly architectonic gabled forms of the Ford Factory.  
Conceived and built as a tractor plant between 1917 and 
1919, it was one of the first horizontally laid out vehicle 
assembly-line plants in the world, an amazing survivor of 
Dearborn, Michigan automotive industrial architecture 
perched on the edge of what was the city’s Park 
Racecourse.  Just beyond was Dunlop’s, along with Ford’s 
one of the mainstays of the city’s social and economic 
life until they both closed in the 1980s.  The original 
building occupied by Dunlop’s was first built as part of the 
Ford tractor plant; subsequently much extended, it was 
demolished after Dunlop’s closed.

The enigma of the quays must be the ESB power station, 
it seems to me to be an absence rather than a presence, 
the dark brown brick forms sucking in the light, somehow 
downplaying its huge size and letting the pair of enormous 
chimneys mark its presence against the sky above the trees 
of the Marina.  On its eastern boundary where the Marina 
proper starts is Shandon Boat Club, a blue and white 
striped reminder of other days, holding its place against 
the encroaching industrial world and not yielding to other 
men’s visions of a future, not then, not now.

Turning Left

Pat Ruane

Today’s South Docks share something of the 
paradox of Venice – we now look at it only from 
the back and wonder why the builders didn’t 
make more effort.  We still have the hard busy 
quaysides contrasting with the soft quiet interior 
but we gain access to the riverfront through 
what were secondary routes - we have moved 
away from the water, and the water is returning 
the favour – threatening to take the port to the 
Lower Harbour.

Because the most important part of the South 
Docks isn’t the quaysides or the silos - it’s the 
channel itself, the largest man-made space in 
the city.  Most of us can’t even see it anymore.  
We think of it as the absence of land rather than 
the positive presence that made possible all the 
elements of the shore.  And although ships still 
come up here every day bringing oil and timber 
and grain it seems as if the city no longer has 
time for them.

Harry’s photos of this place, together with 
William’s words have that quality of knowledge 
gained across time, through effort and reflection.  
They know about boats, the effort of lifting and 
carrying and rowing up along the surprising 
length of the navigation wall from Blackrock 
especially with a west wind blowing down the 
river.  Maybe that’s why Harry’s chosen the 
slow exposure time of the pinhole camera to 
document this polder dockland and why these 
images and words carry such conviction.



What does the rat think of the ship? He thinks fondly of 
the cargo of grain. He thinks of being the first to go. He 
thinks of the broad gangway of rope to a new port. He 
has a reputation to uphold, the terrorist closest to home, 
bringer of death and disease, the garbage disposal man. 
Crisis polices the world and the rat always knows, the first 
to profit, the first to make a clean getaway. 

What does the rat think of urban renewal? He thinks of the 
lift-shaft,  the basement, the backyard bins, joint tenancy 
and squatters’ rights, the breeze-block and cladding and 
the conservation of energy. 

It’s all the same to the rat whose home is the sea. He needs 
a place to kip; he’s not troubled by dockside crimps. If we 
could talk rat we would have the lingua franca of every 
port in the world. We would never be alone. We would 
make a fable of their cleanliness for our children to learn 
by. But the rat comes and goes like any sailor, brown or 
black or white, a shadow in the edge of sight.



In a mirror river 
the city waits
for a grand entrance;
the ship waits
for an exit strategy;
the limestone quay
waits for history
to repeat itself;
the lens waits for light;
and the eye waits
for whatever it is
that pleases the soul;
this is one of those days.



New Year’s Eve 1900. The rigging of the ships sitting on 
the black river is as cold as iron. Sails furled on booms 
and yards are crusted with needles and diamonds of 
ice and salt, not one of them would shake out now in a 
gale of wind. Mooring warps creak like old bones. The 
watchmen stamp their feet and huddle in the frames of 
their cuddies, sheltering flasks of whiskey and rum. They 
blow clouds of moisture onto their hands and watch each 
other suspiciously across the oak and hemp webs. They are 
waiting for midnight and the chance to strike the bell and 
say that all is well and that it is a new year and therefore a 
new beginning. Nobody believes it just the same.
Duncan Hope has his kit bag packed. It contains everything 
he owns, including his most precious possession - his 
first mate’s ticket. He has just been paid off from the brig 
Bostonian, newly arrived with a load of coal. He is not sorry 
to leave her, never sentimental about ships. He quarrelled 
with the captain. The crew was surly and the ship was sour 
and crank. At six o’clock they got their money down and 
the second mate and the bosun vanished within the hour. 
Now, coming on deck for the ringing of bells, Duncan 
Hope catches a man trying to unscrew the chronometer 
from the bulkhead.
The man makes a small movement with his left and the 
gleam of a blade appears in it. Duncan notices, for the first 
time, that the man is left-handed.



There is more darkness than light, more tree than air, 
more house than tree.  Light, tree, air, house. There is 
more waiting than walking; more standing than running. 
Waiting, walking, standing, running. More definition. Less 
texture more tone. In the infinity of leaves there are chance 
perfections, in particular the perfection of disorder. The 
eye wants to be among the leaves. Definition, texture, tone. 
Perfection, disorder, eye. Plant me in the wind of the eye 
where the still leaves are a blur of movement, where there is 
shade enough for any kind of light.





Jazz told me her sister was on the game for a while. Down 
the docks and Parnell Place. Every fucking line in the 
country is called after a patriot. Her boyfriend of the time 
got her into it. Do a few turns, Scoby Kiely said, and get us 
straight, get us set up, a deposit on a place of our own. He 
had a gambling problem, especially dogs. He was convinced 
he knew the form of every dog. He was convinced he 
knew who was holding one back or who was knobbled. He 
was always talking to doggy people, fellows out walking 
greyhounds with soft caps and Wellington boots. He’d do a 
few lines of coke, dress himself up real smart and go down 
the track with whatever Stacey made the night before. I’ll 
double your money, was always his parting shot. She was 
making a lot to start with because she was a new face and 
she was only sixteen. She did this thing. She wore a tennis 
skirt and white socks and tennis shoes. She looked like she 
could play tennis and all.



Over the gantries 
a broken sky
Like the rotten silver
Of an old mirror.
So much is lost in the telling.
I hear the day shift walking,
The night-shift winding down,
Accidents will happen,
The pressure is immense.
Between one shift and the next
Entropy gains access
And a man dies in the process.
If I knew his name
I would tell it now.
Unknown soldiers
Die for the shareholders,
The sky never changes
And nothing shakes the dividend.





The great steel bucket looks like an old man’s mouth, closed 
and toothless. Our least important instrument has this 
property, that it bears our image. In the things we use is our 
nature. A man could hide in there. It would make a fortress 
for the houseless. With the addition of a suitable means 
of propulsion it could carry a man into eternity. But what 
it really carries is grain. From the grainfields of the world 
where empires have been lost and won, the little nourishing 
wisps bound for the miller and the baker. The man who 
invented cranes and buckets had ineluctable logic on his 
side, necessity, profit, determination and the wherewithal 
to make it all happen, but the man who first turned wheat 
into bread – if we knew his name we could dedicate the 
world to him. 





Who steers this ship? Ireland’s wheel. Whose trick is next? 
The steering gear is the size of County Laois, the rudder 
and keel reach to the continental shelf. Dublin is the 
auxiliary engine. The men who steer this vessel are the last 
of the race of giants. They drink in the early openings with 
Finn Mac Cumhail and the boys. They go home to their 
women tasting rusty and stout. Nobody cares whether they 
live or die except their children. And when the country 
drives into the rising gale and snow flurries between the 
stanchions and struts, they hold their heads and carry on. 
The cargo is nothing to them. They have no idea where 
they’re going and if they knew they wouldn’t care. This is 
their day and already it’s gone forever.





She looks steadily down into the shadow of the dock and 
she sees that the foot is wedged between one of the timber 
buffers and the limestone wall of the quay. The rest of the 
body lies between the ship and the stone, compressing 
softly as the hull and the stone float together and apart, a 
silent child caught between dancing parents.

It is the softness of the intercourse that undoes her, that 
gentleness of touch between the ship the man and the 
stone. She sits down suddenly, her legs gone from her. She 
puts her hand to her face. She hears the carter called Jimmy 
saying he was going for a peeler. The other man climbs over 
the side and tries to haul the dead man up by his boots. The 
deck of the James B. Whately is suddenly crowded with 
sailors and an officer in a peaked cap is telling them to fend 
off, ease the springs a bit, give room. The maternal belly of 
the ship drifts away from the child and the officer gets down 
between the ship and the quay. Two sailors follow. After a 
few minutes they lift the body up onto the dock.





The dockers strike for better wages. They are swinging cedar 
out of the belly of a ship. A huge bale hangs in suspension 
above the argument. The suspension creates the impression 
of a tableau: the hovering weight, the funnel of a ship in the 
background, a ship’s crane canted out over the docks with 
the usual complicated-looking tackle, a mast with ratlines, 
the placid horses, winkers and bridle, the leather and chain 
traces, then the carters, dark-skinned men with walrus 
moustachios, the thin-wheeled carts, sacking aprons at their 
waists, coarse jackets, cloth caps. Duncan Hope, standing 
at the door of the Steam Packet Company offices, sees the 
docker swipe his cap off and fling it to the ground. He sees 
him turn and appeal to his fellows. They are getting twenty 
five shillings in Liverpool, he says, and we get fifteen bob.
Duncan knows them well, not individually but as a type 
seen in every port in the world. Every ship’s officer deals 
with them. They are awkward, quarrelsome, physically 
powerful, heavy drinkers. They sometimes work all night 
and when they do they are drinking before daylight in pubs 
with special licenses to serve outside the legal hours. They 
will go home to their families in Broad Lane, Rickets Lane, 
Shaws Alley, half of their earnings in their bellies. By forty 
their backs are broken, their spines deformed from carrying 
the weight of the world’s cargo. Duncan thinks that ships 
glide over the ocean, their wings white and black against the 
sky, but the cargoes settle on the backs of the docker. The 
mark of the docker is in his skeleton. Their sons will come 
down to the docks before they leave the national school. 
They will glean coal from the colliers or sections of pitwood 
and hump it home for the fire. They are already dockers. 
Warmth is their wage.





imagination
is topology
unchanged
by bending 
twisting 
stretching 
knotting
uneasy
with nothing







If we need to leave the planet this is the way we’ll go. We’ll 
turn this ship around. We’ll talk to the people who brought 
it here. Spacemen always have an interesting tale to tell. 
We’ll crane it out of the impact hole and face it to the sky. It 
will certainly fly. As we go the giant glass trumpet will tell 
the world that people from Cork made it out, that there is a 
future after all. If we need to leave the planet this is the we’ll 
go, screaming into space in a giant football with a ladder on 
the side and a glass foghorn.
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Glass is a supercooled liquid
only rigid on the outside.
Inside
everything is uncertain.

A double-glazed window
contains also
a column of nothing
between the inside outsides

and around the edges
winter
cools in fractals
like a closing lead.

In these erratic currents
I imagine the wreck
of yesterday
and tomorrow

the perfect metaphor
of Endurance
light
over everything.

Hurley’s elegant plates
where emptiness 
is white
and black is us.
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